
After your child or grandchild has read the 
magazine, answer these questions as a family. 

Out of Patience? (pp. 12-13)

1   Would you rather finish a 
project quickly or take extra 
time to do your best work? 
Does it depend on the 
project you’re doing? Why? 

2   When do you notice yourself 
losing patience more quickly? If you’re hungry? Tired? 
Lonely? How can you fix this problem or adjust your 
reaction?

3   Read Proverbs 14:29. Have you ever made a “foolish” 
mistake because you weren’t patient enough?

 
Wait Training (p. 14)

1   Has it ever felt like the clock was frozen? 
What were you waiting for?

2   When you feel impatient, do you get 
upset at objects or people around you? 
Why? Does it help?

3   Average Boy’s day spiraled from one frustration  
to the next. What should he have done during his 
timeout in gym class? 

 

D I S C U S S I O N  G U I D E

The May 2021 issue of Focus on the Family Clubhouse explores the 
theme of patience. We learned to trust in God in the April issue; now 

we’re turning our focus to waiting on His timing.

Tracks Toward Home (pp. 24-27)

1   Did you reach the #10 ending 

on your first read through the 

story? If not, can you figure out 

which choice led you down a 

less-positive path?

2   Have you ever asked, “Are we there yet?” on 

a long trip? What did you do while you waited? 

  3   After you solve the puzzle on page 27, discuss the 

Bible verse. What does it mean to “be still before  

the LORD”?
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TToday started in the worst possible way. I woke up 10 minutes before my alarm clock went off. I could’ve been sleeping!Now I’m lying in bed for 10 boring minutes.
Riiiing! Time to get ready for school.
More time gets wasted at breakfast because our microwave is broken. I have to heat up my breakfast the way cowboys and pilgrims did it back in the 1600s—on the electric stove. It takes forever.To make things worse, I get delayed riding my bike to school. The construction workers must’ve received an email from my microwave to block off the sidewalk for repairs, so I have to take a longer way.

When I arrive at my first class, I just want the day to speed through as fast as possible. I have youth group tonight. Each Wednesday our youth pastor picks a student to read a Bible verse. Tonight is my night, and I can’t wait.
Blaarrrr! Blaarrrr! Wait. Is that the fire alarm?
The entire school goes outside for the fire drill. I should be doing homework in class, but instead I’m standing here doing nothing.Things get worse in PE, and that’s something I never thought I’d say. I get put in timeout because of a little-known baseball rule. Turns out you can’t tag a person with a ball you hide in your pocket. Who knew?I try to pass the time by watching a snail slither across the sidewalk. But it’s taking way too long! I finally pick it up and fling it in the bushes. At least I’m able to 

speed up the snail’s day.

AA fter school, I do laundry so I can wear 
my favorite T-shirt 

to church. But now the dryer seems to be working against me. It takes over two hours to dry. Mom tries to stick up for the dryer.“You can’t shove every piece of clothing you own into a dryer and expect it to work right,” she says.“Yeah, but it’s still making me wait,” I reply. “I blame the microwave. It must’ve emailed the dryer.”Mom shakes her head.

GGoing into today, I really thought God would make everything go smoothly. After all, I’m spreading His Word at church.
By the time I arrive at youth group, I’m in a really bad mood. Then the youth pastor hands me tonight’s Scripture. I read it and think, So that’s what God was trying to teach me.When the time comes, I stand in front of everyone and read, “Proverbs 19:11 (NIrV): A person’s wisdom makes them patient. They will be honored if they forgive someone who sins against them.”Hmm, I really need to apologize to the microwave. 

adventures ofAVERAGE BOYAVERAGE BOYby Bob Smiley as told to Bob Smiley Read  Devotions for Devotions for Super Average Kids Super Average Kids for the summer reading 
challenge next month. Find out more at AverageBoy.org. 

to church. But now the dryer 

WW

Wait Training

Go
1.  Preheat oven to 400°F.2.  Toast breadcrumbs on a baking sheet for 4 minutes until golden brown. 

3.  With Dad’s help, slice chicken into 1-inch-thick strips. Pat chicken dry with paper towel. Make sure to wash your hands!4.  Scoop 
mayonnaise, 
flour and egg 
into a gallon-
sized, zip-top 
bag. Close bag and squish ingredients together.5.  Add chicken to bag, reseal and massage the bag to 

completely coat 
chicken strips.

6.  Pour toasted breadcrumbs in a second bag, along with spices. Close the bag, then shake to combine.
7.  Using tongs, put the chicken strips into the breadcrumb bag. Seal the bag and shake.

8.  Place the chicken on a baking sheet. Spray chicken with cooking spray.
9.  Bake the chicken 

15 to 20 minutes, 
until golden 
brown. 

10.  As chicken bakes, make the dipping sauce by whisking the ingredients in a small bowl.11.  Serve chicken tenders warm, with dipping sauce on the side. 

Cluckers
Give Mom the 
night off by 

fixin’ these tasty 
chicken tenders.Gather

• 2 cups panko breadcrumbs• 2 pounds chicken breasts• ¾ cup mayonnaise• 2 tablespoons flour• 1 egg
• 1 teaspoon salt• ½ teaspoon pepper• ½ teaspoon garlic powder• ½ teaspoon paprika• cooking spray

Dipping Sauce:
• ½ cup mayonnaise• ¼ cup ketchup• 1 teaspoon Worcestershire sauce• 1 teaspoon salt• 1 teaspoon pepper• 2 teaspoons garlic powder

Make this cute 

food carton for serving! 

Go to ClubhouseMag.com to 

download the pattern.

crunchycrunchy
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Try Your Patience 
(10 to 15 points)
You believe your needs are 
most important. This 
attitude can make people 
feel like you are insensitive 
and rude. Proverbs 14:29 
says, “A patient person 
shows great understanding, 
but a quick-tempered one 
promotes foolishness.” 
Exercise patience, and you 
will grow in wisdom.

Potentially Patient 
(16 to 24 points)
You try to be patient 
because you know it’s the 
right thing to do. However, 
there are times when you 
slip up. Paul says, “Put on 
heartfelt compassion, 
kindness, humility, 
gentleness, and patience” 
(Colossians 3:12). Practice 
being patient and it’ll come 
more naturally.

Patience Pro 
(25 to 30 points)
You are one cool 
cucumber! You rarely get 
upset, and you consider 
other people’s feelings 
when stress creeps in. 
Patience makes you a 
powerful servant of God. 
Proverbs 16:32 says, 
“Whoever is slow to anger 
is better than the mighty” 
(ESV). 

Add up your score!
1. a = 2; b = 3; c = 1
2. a = 2; b = 1; c = 3
3. a = 2; b = 3; c = 1
4. a = 1; b = 3; c = 2
5. a = 1; b = 2; c = 3
6. a = 1; b = 3; c = 2
7. a = 3; b = 1; c = 2
8. a = 1; b = 3; c = 2
9. a = 2; b = 1; c = 3
10. a = 1; b = 3; c = 2

3.  Your mom tells you she,,
ll take you shopping at 10 a.m. It,,s 11:30, and you haven,,

t left yet. You: a.   stomp through the house looking for her.
 b.   read a book while you wait.
 c.   find your mom doing laundry and lay on a heavy 

guilt trip.

4.  You,,
re at your best friend,,

s house for dinner. You are hungry, but her family chats and takes their time preparing the food. You:
 a. complain loudly to your friend.
 b. pitch in and help.
 c. sit on the couch watching TV.

5.  While cleaning your room, you notice a stain on the carpet. Next you:
 a.  pull your bed over the stain, nearly blocking the 

doorway.
 b. tell your mom.
 c.  search the internet for carpet-cleaning tips.

6.  You,,
re playing your favorite game 

with your friends when your 
younger siblings say they want to 
learn to play too. You:

 a. tell them to stop bothering you.
 b.  explain the rules and gently correct 

them when they make mistakes.
 c.  let them play so they don’t complain 

to your parents. 

7.  You see an amazing outfit at a store. You 
want to buy it but don,,

t have the money. 
You:

 a.  wait until next week when you will have 
enough from doing chores.

 b.  complain that you don’t get enough 
allowance.

 c.  ask your dad if he will buy it for you.

8.  When you ask friends if you are 
patient, they say:

 a.  “We know not to mess with you 
when you want to get something 
done.”

 b. “You are calm and easygoing.”
 c.  “Everyone is impatient sometimes.”

9.  Your parents said you could watch a 
movie, but your brother asks you to 
wait until he,,

s done watching his 
show. You:

 a.  bother him so he gives up and leaves 
before it’s over.

 b.  tell him it’s your turn, so he has to go.
 c.  ask him to tell you when he’s done.

Out Out Out ofofof Patience? Patience? Patience?

10.  Each day after school you walk your dog. Most days you: a.  keep him moving by yanking on the leash.
 b.  enjoy the quiet walk and let him stop to sniff. c.  jog, so you can finish sooner and get more exercise.

1.  Math class is your biggest challenge at school. When you do your homework, you:
 a. rush through it.
 b.  do the problems you know, then ask a parent 

for help.
 c. give up in frustration, yelling, “Math stinks!”

2.  As you get on the school bus, two little kids 
have trouble choosing seats. You decide to: a.  gently nudge them from behind.

 b. say loudly, “Pick a seat!”
 c. help them find a seat. 

When bumps disrupt your daily life, 
do you stay calm or go ballistic? 
Take this uiz to find out!
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Try Your Patience 
Got Patience?

by Laurie Modrzejewski
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Sophia weaves her talents and faith together to serve.

Sophia weaves her talents and faith together to serve.

H
er loom loomed in the 
corner.

Sophia K. had received it for Christmas, along with some knitting needles. She enjoyed learning how to knit with her grandmother. But now the 12-year-old was nearly out of yarn. With her gift card to Hobby Lobby already spent, she needed to find a way to 
fund her new hobby.

“What should
I do?” Sophia 
asked her mom.

and the blessing tithing bestows upon people, I tithe willingly.”
To keep organized, Sophia puts 30% of the money from her sales into physical jars. The rest goes into a bank account. The jars each have a name on them: tithe, give and save. By giving 10% of her money to God’s work, Sophia has learned more and more why tithing is important.“God calls us to tithe, but it’s also a great way to show that He is our provider,” she says. “I’ve been able to see a lot of joy and blessing on people, and I also feel like God’s hand is on my business. It’s a really cool way of learning to trust God.” Sophia gives money to church and people in need. But most often she supports an organization her aunt works for called World Orphans. World Orphans is a Christian ministry that encourages churches and Christ followers to care for orphans and children in need. In addition to tithing, Sophia hopes to get personally involved in this ministry. 

“I’m planning to go on a mission trip to Guatemala with my aunt to help teach the women there how to weave,” Sophia says. 
By teaching the women how to weave and sell tapestries, Sophia will give them a way to support their families. When she thinks about it, Sophia’s amazed how God turned a simple project to raise a little spending money into a way to bless others.

OVERCOMING OBSTACLES
Sophia has experienced many blessings in her business. However, that doesn’t mean it’s been easy.

“The hardest parts were learning how to hold to a commitment, knowing when to step away, learning time management and all the stuff that goes with running a business,” she says.Sometimes Sophia feels overwhelmed when lots of orders come in at once, but the requests also help her stick with weaving.“When you have a lot of orders, you can’t exactly just decide to quit,” she says. “There were about three times when I had a really rough time fulfilling my orders, just because of the sheer number of them. It was the commitments that kept me going. You kind of take pride in knowing you went through something hard and you got through alive.”
Sophia also had to learn to be patient. Over time, she discovered what designs people liked and what sold best.

“A lot of people seem to like a neutral tapestry with a few pops of color, but a lot of texture,” Sophia explains. “There are a lot of different ways to get texture, or frays and puffs, in the weaving. You can use the same yarns that you normally weave with and just weave it differently, or other times you can choose thicker yarns.”
Sometimes Sophia has had to wait for a tapestry to sell, but most of them have sold eventually. 

“The good news with 
tapestries and people is 
they’re all different, so people are drawn to different types,” she says.

For kids who hope to 
accomplish big things for God, Sophia encourages perseverance. “Don’t be afraid to go against the 

SOPHIA’S FAVORITES
Animal: cheetahSchool subject: mathColor: black

Food: chicken noodle soupPerson in the Bible: Jesus

current,” she says. “Be willing to put in work and you can achieve your dreams.”
Ultimately, Sophia has learned to trust that God knows best, even when things aren’t going exactly like she wishes they would.

“God has a plan, and you can’t rush it,” she says. “His plan happens on His timing.” 
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SOPHIA’S 

what designs people liked and what 

“A lot of people seem to like a neutral tapestry with a few pops of color, but a lot of texture,” Sophia explains. “There are a lot of different ways to get texture, or frays and puffs, in the weaving. You can use the same yarns that you normally weave with and just weave it differently, or other times you can choose thicker 

Sophia encourages perseverance. “Don’t be afraid to go against the 

“Don’t forget your loom,” her mom reminded her. “Why don’t you use that?” 
Sophia looked up videos to learn how to weave. She began weaving on her loom. Once she finished her first tapestry, her mom posted a picture of it on Facebook. Almost immediately people began to like it and make comments.

Soon someone offered to buy the tapestry.

by Stacey baumgardner Prochnow

GRACEFULLY GIVINGThat’s how Interwoven by Sophia Grace began. Two years have passed since her first sale, and Sophia has worked to improve her abilities and learned to run her own business.One of the most meaningful lessons she has learned doesn’t have to do with developing skills but instead developing faith—especially giving back to God.
  “Mom believes in tithing, so she started out making me tithe,” Sophia says. “But now that I’ve seen the joy 

Sophia weaves her talents and faith together to serve.

Sophia K. had received it for Christmas, along with some 

learning how to knit with her grandmother. But now the 12-year-old was nearly out of yarn. With her 
old was nearly out of yarn. With her gift card to Hobby Lobby already spent, she needed to find a way to 

fund her new hobby.
“What should“What should

I do?” Sophia 
asked her mom.asked her mom.

and the blessing tithing bestows upon people, I tithe willingly.”
To keep organized, Sophia puts 30% of the money from her sales into physical jars. The rest goes into a bank account. The jars each have a name on them: tithe, give and save. By giving 10% of her money to God’s work, Sophia has learned more and more why tithing is important.“God calls us to tithe, but it’s also a great way to show that He is our provider,” she says. “I’ve been able to see a lot of joy and blessing on people, and I also feel like God’s hand is on my business. It’s a really cool way of learning to trust God.” Sophia gives money to church and people in need. But most often she supports an organization her aunt works for called World Orphans. World Orphans is a 

OVERCOMING OBSTACLES
Sophia has experienced many blessings in her business. However, that doesn’t mean it’s been easy.

“The hardest parts were learning how to hold to a commitment, knowing when to step away, learning time management and all the stuff that goes with running a business,” she says.Sometimes Sophia feels overwhelmed when lots of orders 

“Don’t forget your loom,” her mom reminded her. “Why don’t you use that?” 
Sophia looked up videos to learn how to weave. She began weaving on her loom. Once she finished her first tapestry, her mom posted a picture of it on Facebook. Almost immediately people began to like it and make comments.

Soon someone offered to buy the tapestry.

by Stacey baumgardner Prochnow

GRACEFULLY GIVINGThat’s how Interwoven by Sophia Grace began. Two years have passed since her first sale, and Sophia has worked to improve her abilities and learned to run her own business.One of the most meaningful lessons she has learned doesn’t have to do with developing skills but instead developing faith—especially giving back to God.
  “Mom believes in tithing, so she started out making me tithe,” Sophia says. “But now that I’ve seen the joy 
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You try to pay attention to 
where you’re walking, but 
your eyes keep wandering to the vast ceiling of New York City’s Grand Central Terminal. Light 

streams in from the windows above. As you slow down to admire it, a 
stranger bumps into you. 

“Watch where you’re going,” the man says.
You brush off your worn, patched sweater. Weaving through the crowd with your parents, you catch 

glimpses of people reading 
newspapers, foreheads scrunched with worry. It’s four months into 
1933, but the depression hasn’t 
lessened. Many people are out of work, including your father.

Soon you hear the chug-chug
of the incoming train. A whistle 

pierces the air. 
“Be good for your 

grandparents,” 
Mother says, 

giving you a 
hug.

“And 
don’t plant 
the whole 
garden 

without 

us,” Father says with a smile. “We’ll be there before you know it!”
You climb onto the train and wave goodbye. You’re sad to be leaving New York. Traveling alone to your grandparents’ farm in Ohio makes you nervous, but your parents say it will be an adventure. You settle into your seat and prepare for the long ride to Cleveland. Go to 8.

1. More people crowd onto the 
train. A woman sits in the empty seat in front of you, setting her purse 
next to her. As she begins working on a knitting project, a boy in 
a worn-out red jacket glances 
greedily at her open purse. He grabs her pocketbook and hides it in his jacket without her noticing. 

If you block his getaway, go to 9.If you stay seated, go to 17. 

2. “Sit up here so you can hear 
better,” you say. 

The kids smile and join you. They interrupt with questions as you read, but it’s fun to share the story with them. You hardly notice that the 
train has hissed to a halt when their mother taps your shoulder. 

“I’m afraid this is our stop,” she says. Go to 4. 

3. By the time you catch the next train, you’ve eaten all the food your mom packed. You’re several hours late, and you know your grandparents will be worried. As the train pulls into 

the station at Mt. Gilead, you notice no one waits at the platform. 
I guess I’ll have to walk to the 

farm, you think. Go to 15. 

4. The kids join their mother while she straightens her skirt and grabs their bags.
“But what happens?” the sister asks.
 You quickly grab a scrap of paper and write down the author and title of the book.
“Here,” you say. “Your mom can get it from the library. Then you can read it to your brother.”
“Thank you so much for reading to them,” their mother says as they exit the train. Go to 1. 

5. You grab your things and step onto the platform in Cleveland. You need to find the train to Mt. Gilead. As you look for directions, a man walks by and his watch falls from his pocket. You pick it up, but he’s 
already disappeared into the crowd.You start to follow him when 
a porter speaks up.

“I can help you find the rightful owner once I unload these bags,” he offers. If you wait for the porter, go to 14. If you try to find the man yourself, go to 7. 

6. “All right,” you say, sitting beside her.
As you munch on your sandwich, Lake Erie comes into view. 

 Tracks  Tracks  Tracks  Tracks  Tracks  Tracks towardtowardtoward
 Tracks toward
 Tracks  Tracks  Tracks toward
 Tracks toward
 Tracks toward
 Tracks  Tracks  Tracks toward
 Tracks 

HomeHomeHomeA choose-your-own-adventure story 
BY RACHEL PFEIFFER  |  ART BY SCOTT ALTMANN
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Family Prayer:Family Prayer:
Lord, please give us patience to handle life’s frustrations  and unexpected challenges. Help us see the big picture,  to stay calm and wait for Your perfect timing in all  things. We trust that You are in control. Amen

®
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Interwoven (pp. 20-21)

1   In the story Sophia says, “You kind 
of take pride in knowing you went 
through something hard and you got 
through alive.” How do you feel when you finish  
a difficult task?

2   Is it harder to trust God with your money or your time? 
Why?

3   Weaving can be very repetitive, just like doing homework 
or practicing a sport. How do you deal with repetitive 
tasks? Do you find the rhythm enjoyable or boring?

        “Be still before the LORD and wait patiently for him; fret not 
yourself over the one who prospers in his way.” —Psalm 37:7, ESV

Bonus! Bonus! Listen to the “Official Average 

Boy” podcast about patience (episode 

#29) on iTunes or at AverageBoy.org. 


